
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REVIEWS FOR ABYSM 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM AMAZON REVIEWS 

Powerful and personal. There's plenty of action and excitement as all the characters we've come to know 

and love struggle against the galaxy's current power player(s), but this story is personal, and not just for Alex 

and Caleb. If you looked up "character-driven" in the dictionary, you'd probably find a picture of the Abysm 

cover. Rising conflict that began in Sidespace and Dissonance finally comes to light. Characters struggle to 

decide where their allegiances lie, both in a military/political capacity and an interpersonal capacity. They act 

out of desperation. Out of fear. Out of love. Out of honor. All of these things make them seem more human 

and relatable than ever before. 

* 

An absolutely, fabulously exciting and dramatic book. As far as I'm concerned, G.S. Jennsen deserves every 

one of the 5 stars I'm giving Abysm and then some. Honestly, her writing is stellar, breath-takingly crafted 

and with the most brilliant characters to fill the pages of any book. From start to finish, Abysm was an 

exciting, dramatic read, that constantly had me on the edge of my seat. So, if you haven't read any of the 

Aurora Rhapsody books, start now because to be honest, G.S Jennsen is just one of those writers who once in a 

while come along with a story that will absolutely dazzle and astound both with characterisation and plot-

line. 

* 

BUY THIS BOOK!!!!!! Please, stop reading these reviews and BUY THIS BOOK! I’m no kind of pro a writing 

a review, and I refuse to give even a hint of a spoiler, but BUY THIS BOOK! If you have read ANY of 

Jensen’s previous works, buckle up buttercup, THIS ride is wild! For the record, I was up all night reading 

this the day I got the early release for review copy. THAT is something I haven’t done for decades! So, in the 

final analysis……. BUY THIS BOOK!!!!!* 

Must read sci-fi! Oh my god, the story keeps growing and the action keeps rising. Every page is a roller 

coaster ride of goodness. Twists and turns galore make it unable to put down for any length of time. 

* 

Superior science fiction. Jennsen is at her best! Characters, plot, dialogue, setting, worlds, theories - just 

simply, her imagination continues to shine brighter through each novel in the series. I can't remember a 

series this long I still continued to read with the exception of Wolfe, Zelazny or Moorcock. The new ones just 

bore me. Great adventures, fantastic twisted politics, awesome future tech, space battles, combat, aliens, 

triumph, tragedy and PREVOs. Bravo Ms. Jennsen. 
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https://www.amazon.com/Abysm-Aurora-Renegades-Three-Rhapsody-ebook/product-reviews/B01HIL8UDM
http://www.gsjennsen.com/abysm/
http://smarturl.it/abysm-amz

